Formation of extracellular and intracellular ice during warming of vitrified mouse morulae and its effect on embryo survival.
In vitrified solutions, ice can form during warming if the concentration of the cryoprotectant is insufficient. For the cryopreservation of cells, ice is innocuous when it remains outside the cell, but intracellular ice (ICI) is lethal. We tried to estimate the conditions in which ICI forms in vitrified mouse morulae during warming. The solutions for the experiments (EFS10-EFS50) contained 10-50% ethylene glycol plus Ficoll plus sucrose. When vitrified EFS20, EFS30, and EFS40 were kept at -80 degrees C, they remained transparent after 3 min, but turned opaque after 60 min (EFS20, EFS30) or 24h (EFS40). Morulae were vitrified with EFS solutions after exposure for 30-120 s at 25 degrees C. They were warmed by various methods and survival was assessed in culture. After rapid warming (control), survival was high with EFS30 (79-93%) and EFS40 (96-99%). After slow warming, survival decreased with both EFS30 (48-62%) and EFS40 (44-64%). This must be from the formation of ICI. To examine the temperature at which ICI formed during slow warming, vitrified embryos were kept at various sub-zero temperatures during warming. Survival with EFS30 and EFS40 decreased on keeping samples for 3 min at -80 (25-75%), -60 (7-49%), -40 (0-41%), or -20 degrees C (26-60%). When samples were kept at -80 degrees C for 24h, the survival decreased to 0-14%. These results suggest that ICI forms at a wide range of temperatures including -80 and -20 degrees C, more likely between -60 and -40 degrees C, and the ice forms not only quickly but also slowly.